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PRESSIE’S PRATTLE. 2013 is dwindling & nearly came unstuck.   2. 
WHO’S WHO  & WHO’S NEW   2. 
SWANN 24 HR TRIAL by Phil 48, better late than never.   3. 
SANDY CREEK by Phil 48 How it should be done. An exemplary ride.   5. 
THE MAYORS BIT. Brian’s 24 (2013).   7. 
BENJI’S BIT Through my eyes, Benji 295 ½.   9. 
RALLY ROUND UP. What’s new & what’s not.  11. 
TREASURE TROVE. Raffle books and sales  11. 
CLARE Phil 48’s brief word on Clare  11. 
CROSSWORD. Last month’s crossword answers. 13. 
GREETINGS. Birthday wishes to our Sept / Oct members. 13. 
CLASSIFIEDS. Member’s sell, buy or exchange. 13. 
MEMBER’S. Contributions to our delinquency. 14. 
TUCK’S TALES. Gawler Ranges trip. 17. 
MINUTES. Of the 354th July OCM. 18. 
MINUTES. Of the 355th Aug OCM. 19. 
CROSSWORD. This Month’s Crossword. 20. 
 
Editorial for the Communicator must reach the Editor on or before the third Thursday of 
the month for inclusion in that month’s issue.   Any and all articles are welcome, however 
the editors reserve the right to vet suitability for publication. 
To submit articles, items for publication, letters to the editor or to ask questions of our 
technical writers, please address all correspondence to The Editor at the address shown on 
the front cover or via email to phil.48@bigpond.com   If you know of anyone who wants 
to advertise in the Communicator, space and charges are available on request, speak to a 
committee member for more information. 
 
ACRM SA Inc. c\- Chris or Phil 08 8522 6081. 
Editors  Phil Richards 08 8522 6081  e-mail:- phil.48@bigpond.com 
  Chris Richards 08 8522 6081  e-mail:- chris.49@bigpond.com 

  Graham Tucker 08 8523 1082  e-mail:- tucktwo@adam.com.au 
Webmaster: Adrian Menzel 08 8581 7149  e-mail:- akmen@bigpond.com 
Or via our postal address, PO Box 69 Smithfield Plains SA 5114 
 

                                      Meeting dates. 
ACRM SA Inc.  Meetings are on the FOURTH TUESDAY of each month. 

There is no Meeting in December. 
The next OCM is the on September 24th. 

October’s meeting will be on the 29th. 
ACRM SA Inc. Meetings are held at 3 Redmond Rd. Colinswood. SA. 

Gawler/Barossa general meetings are bi-monthly, on the THIRD TUESDAY of the 
month. Also no meeting in December. 

Next meeting will be in Sept. 2013. 
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 PRESSIES PRATTLE; Phil 48: 
Not a lot of 2013 to go, in reality it’s still  half the year but it always feels like the 
downhill run once the big three are under our belts.  Without stealing too much of 
the Rally Co-ords thunder, I want to mention that there may be another ride in 
Crawford Forest before the State Champs in October but apart from that, Clare 
Bikes on Sept 14th will see us done for this year. 
Down but not out; 
Sometimes the wheel just falls off the wagon; it did for me about 2 weeks ago 
when I found myself flat on the floor doing my best to get up. 
I’d had another stroke and before long I was in an ambulance with bells and 
whistles heading for the Lyell McEwin, where I was looked after and nursed back 
to health. 
I was there for a week, which put the kybosh on getting the August mag out on 
time, however I’m back at it again now and in top gear. It also delayed paperwork 
for the Clare Trial too. 
Clare wasn’t a major problem because I ended up as passenger with Bill 78, when 
we went up to look the course over and Clare local Graham 80 has worked 
tirelessly to keep me informed. 

Who’s who & who’s new, -Phil 48. 
Following a knock on the Eudunda clubroom window, the who turned out to be 
the Gawler Mayor, Brian Sambell.  After riding the 2012 24Hr trial and 
submitting some editorial to the Bunyip then and again this year, only to 
have both not included, he has sent us a copy of it for inclusion in the 
Communicator. See elsewhere in mag. 
Who’s new, this month is a man well known to us and is a bit of a legend 
around the Motorcycle world.  He is Dodgy Joe, now officially Joe 210.  
As it turned out Paul 490, who is normally the radio man for us with the 
Dodgy team was unable to do the 24 this year and was also tied up with 
work for the Theo Nixon Trial so prior to leaving he set Joe up with radio 
etc and Dave (very aptly) did comms for the 24 but it was looking like Joe 
was going to be on his lonesome for Mallala so decided to bite the bullet 
and finally join up with us.  Paul set up a radio again and Joe, under lousy 
conditions did a top job. Thanks Joe, well done and welcome aboard. 
It was good to hear both Paul and Joe on the radio at different times at Clare.   
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 The 24 Hour 2013 by Phil 48 
 

2013, like in the year past, the major sponsor was 
Swann Insurance.  Unlike the year past, there was 
no spare time in Main and although there were two 
of us to handle the radio and logging plus two more 
for the computer and scratching updates, we never 
seemed to get ahead, such was the nature of the 

beast.  A cross I’ve made for our own backs to bear is the scratch list on line and although 
it worked extremely well and we will continue to support it, maintenance is almost a full-
time, one-person job.  The proof is in the pudding, meaning, it is now a month since the24 
and we have had nothing but praise from all sectors using the system, which included, 
ACRM members, interested people and officials.  Ean Murby, sits opposite us doing 
scoring so we normally print him a list every now and then to keep him and his team 
abreast of the scratchings but this time all he had to do was go online and there they were.  
The same went for those out on Main Out & In, normally we spent hours printing lists and 
updating them.  I suppose that is time that can now be spent on the Online updates. 
Ironically, Nev 228, who suggested the On-Line Scratchings (and wore a lot of flack over 
it) forgot to take his USB stick and missed out on the benefit of his suggestion. 
Chris and I got to Eudunda Friday afternoon and started to unpack immediately.  We had 
a few chores to carry out before we could have a meal and finally hit the sack.  Luckily, a 
few members arrived early to give me a hand because one thing that needed doing was 
erect antennas.  Two years prior I had decided to make an extension pole for the main 
antenna at Eudunda, it would consist of 3 brackets with 2 inch clamps to affix to the 
existing flag pole and a 16 foot pole of about 1 ¼” diam’ to extend the antenna. 
I remembered this just prior to leaving home, something that should have been done after 
the last Eudunda 24 and been ready for this year, so I did a frantic rush around scrounging 
bits to make the pole while Chris shot up to Sprints to get the muffler clamps and I drilled 
some holes in 3 plates, hoping all the time that my guess of sizes was correct and this 
contraption would actually fit and work, which by the way it did but was a bit heavy so I 
will work on an aluminium equivalent for the 2015.  With that and a decent ladder I think 
Eudunda antenna erections will be a breeze. 
 
There is anThere is anThere is anThere is an echo at Wells. echo at Wells. echo at Wells. echo at Wells.  Graham 44 was almost non-stop reporting riders, who pulled out 
at his control, which I assumed, was at the end of a particularly hard section because many 
pulled out from exhaustion rather than serious bike problems.  His wasn’t the only control 
to have a high attrition rate and before long the scratched list grew to 50.  Then with more 
scratchings and a few more did-not-starts after the start of the 3rd lap, it soon climbed to 
90, where it roughly remained for the last lap, finishing at 92.Because of this our recovery 
vehicles were kept fairly active.  The conditions were described, for those who remember 
Kapunda 2002, as “Nearly as bad” and I can vouch for 2002, I had the Beast up there that 
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year and the amount of Kapunda mud that came home with me under the guards was 
indescribable – but I have a picture of it, drying out, cracking and falling out in clumps, see picture.see picture.see picture.see picture.    
    

Bike Pick-up (Recovery or 
Rescue as it is more 
suitably named), was 
this year aptly handled 
by (1) Andrew & 
Tamara Jenke,  
(2) Rob Schmidt,  
(3) Neil Graetz & Steve 
Baker and 
(4) Dean Rosenweig. 
Andrew & Tamara had 
their daughters with 
them during the 
afternoon but took them 
home for tea, showers 

and bed.  Then the two returned to get back into pulling out bikes.  You can 
imagine their surprise and horror when they got a phone call from one of the girls 
saying there has been a crash and a car is on the front lawn.  After another quick 
trip home to find the girls were okay and nothing too serious was broken, they 
were back again.. 
I would guess this is one 24 they won’t forget in a hurry. 
Chronologically this is a bit out of order but it’s sort of relevant to the hectic time 
at main so here goes. 
Knowing there was going to be a high demand on loan radios this year, partially 
because many private radios may still be wideband, I took the computer to cater 
for that as I can re-programme most brands.  Along with that I scrounged up every 
spare radio I could muster.  A total of 10 mobiles and 32 handhelds (should have 
been plenty) and it was…Just.  EMT threw a spanner in the works by requiring 
double our first estimation, leaving just four of the little portables to cater for 
replacements. 
 
  It wasn’t long before the loan book was no longer accurate because no one had 
time to update every swap or change.  Flat batteries seemed to be a problem.  
There were 5 spares (battery only) and they saw service very quickly.  With a 
dozen charges going non-stop once they were put into use, we kept up with the 
demand fairly well. 
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I started to relate this out of order because it led to packing up without an accurate 
list of loan radios, showing who had what so all we could do was count the 
equipment in and check them against totals, which we did and one mobile turned 
up missing.  Everything else was accounted for, true and correct so we packed and 
left.  While unpacking the car and putting equipment away at home Chris found 
the missing radio, not amongst the stuff we brought home but in it’s cupboard, 
where it’s kept.  Yep, at an event where we needed every available radio, dopey 
here, left one home. 
The worst part is not knowing who is to blame, was it nicked, did someone forget 
to hand it in?  It’s funny how “Did I even bring it?” was not one of the options 
going through my head, after all it’s always someone else’s fault. 
Fortunately, with all radios now accounted for, sleeping is much easier. 
 

SANDY CREEK 2013;Phil 48: 
 
What a Ride??? 
Normally I wouldn’t start an article on a ride with a statement like that but it fits 
the bill with Sandy Creek on so many levels. 
 
Firstly it was a designer ride, meaning it was planned around the availability of 
ACRM and I think Colin may have anticipated our need and possibly envisaged 
some of the problems that arose. 
Colin and his daughter Lisa put on the ride at their property just out from Sandy 
Creek and the main problem looked like it was going to be rain.  During moments 
of no rain, we actually saw some of the beauty the area is renown for but for the 
most it was a quagmire underfoot and that was just at main.  Out on the course 
there was a myriad of conditions, including creek crossings that had to be re 
routed across fords until they too became too deep to traverse safely. One report 
said the ford had reached chest-height.  I’m not sure if that was a man’s chest or a 
horses’ chest but I don’t think there would be much in it, either way its deep and 
if flowing fast, would be treacherous. 
There were more checkpoint changes and others thrown in so we were kept fairly 
busy.  There was a 20k and a 10k ride on Saturday, John 232 did the 20 and Bill 
78 did the 10. The 10k leg ended up being used again on Sunday so Bill was sent 
out there again as he knew where it was.  It was at the hub of a course comprising 
of 3 short loops like a three leaf clover so he saw all riders thrice, making his a 
very busy control indeed. 
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Not all was doom and gloom though, on Saturday night we were treated to a 
banquet that warmed the cockles of the heart, right down to the tips of sodden 
toes. 
A word of thanks is due to our cook for the scrumptious tucker and it goes to 
Claire Sims, who has only just decided to make cooking a bit of a hobby.  Well 
Claire, my suggestion is – don’t give up your hobby, maybe the talent runs in the 
family, I remember your Aunt putting on an equally delicious spread at a ride a 
few years back. 
 
John’s control on Saturday was to be Daryl and Lynda’s on Sunday but after 
doing it Saturday, it was blatantly obvious that it would not be suitable for a 2 
wheel drive, so a change was necessary and 295 & 296 were phoned and given a 
control that was near bitumen and John agreed to do the muddy one again.  The 
only disadvantage was that Daryl & Lynda were going to have to be on the 
control about an hour earlier than they would have been needed at their original 
checkpoint. 
Sunday arrived all too soon however and within an hour of horses away, the 
weather started to take its toll and the first of many changes started.  Bill’s control 
on day 2 was a boggy mess but all riders got through and cleared the controls 
without problems. 232’s control however, saw most ofthe problems, even after 
rerouting riders away from the creek crossings, at one point the diversion was to 
eliminate the creek altogether and John was closed, only to have a rider surprise 
him, ‘Where did you come from?” John asked. Across the river was the reply so 
John didn’t close down after all. 
 
It goes without saying that thanks go to all who helped make this and all events a 
success. 
Oldies and Newies alike, all are important to the successful running of an event 
and I thank you all. 
At the end of Sandy Creek and at most events, ACRM is thanked for our help and 
often given a bottle of red or other wine as a thank you gift. 
When accepting any gift I always do so on behalf of all the members because it 
matters not how good we handle main, without the dedicated monitors on the 
controls we would be nothing. 
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Mayor, Brian’s bit: 
This year’s, 2013, 24-hour Motorcycle trial was held out of Eudunda on the 13th and 14th of 
July, First bike headed out from Eudunda at around 11-00 am and travelled through the 
night  for 24 hours of some of the most gruelling tracks around the mid-northeast   of our 
State.  Gawler Motorcycle club were very much involved with operating  two check points  
and importantly cheering on the many competitors of their club ( 55 in all )  that were 
participating out of the record entrys this year of 224 competitors . . .This year’s event saw 
brother and sister ( Chris and Kristy Schultz ) proud  grandkids of the legend of 
motorcycling events around here  (Max Graetz ), competing  on separate sidecars against 
each other with their passengers, Scott Launer and Ayla Plowman.  Max was at the 
Eudunda Oval complex welcoming in the riders who returned to the Main control . This 
year’s event had the largest ever entries and also the largest volunteers to assist with the 
event that runs for 24 Hours. Other Gawler persons involved were Chris and Phil  Richards 
& Graham Tucker, joined by Trevor Modistach from Nuriootpa  who operated the radio 
network all around the circuit for rider safety . This year there were 25 control points (250 
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Minutes of the 354th Open Committee Meeting of ACRM SA 
Inc, held on 23 July 2013 at Collinswood. 

(september Communicator) 
Meeting Opened at  2014 hrs 

 
President Welcomed All 
 
Present: - 141,228,78,21,295,296,48,49,43,44,232 
Visitors: - Benji 295 ½. 
Apologies: - 80,64,120,370,371,372,233. 
Minutes of Previous Meeting: - Moved 49 sec 295, Carried. 
Matters Arising: -  No further info re 333. 
Correspondence: - In 13/30-34  Out 13/18 Moved 21sec 232 & Carried. 

 
Reports 

     President: - Thanks to 44 for filling in at the last minute for 24 Hour. 
  Secretary: - Nil. 
  Treasurer: - Bal  $2610.93 In 445.76  Out 134.50 moved 141 sec 295.  

     Rally Coordinator:- Sandy Creek then Mallala, help wanted.  
      Social Sec:- Light for Dutch Auction, thanks 232  
     Resources   Nil 

Casual vacancy    Moved 49 sec 228 that Elaine 43 be elected as Social Sec, 
all in favour, Carried. 
Christmas hamper  Next Meeting, raffle books will be available for sale.   
Members are encouraged to support. 
 
  Next meeting #355  August 27 
  Meeting closed at 2055 
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Minutes of the 355th Open Committee Meeting of ACRM SA 
Inc, held on 27th August 2013 at Collinswood. 

(October Communicator) 
Meeting Opened at  2000 hrs 

 
President Welcomed All 
Present: -  141,78,120,228,21,232,295,43,44,48,49 
 
Visitors: - Benji 295 ½. 
Apologies: - 233,296,295.5,80,64,370,371,372 
 
Minutes of Previous Meeting 
; - Moved 295 sec 49 that minutes be a true & correct record as printed, Carried. 
Matters Arising    232 re Sandy Creek. It was a cold night but excellent hospitality. 
 
Correspondence     In 13/35-44  Out 13/19 Moved 21sec232 that correspondence be 
received and  Carried. 
 

Reports 
President, Spoke to 24 hr ~Committee re extra radios and infrustcture needed at this 
year’s trial. They gave us extra $100 donation. Gratefully received. 

    Secretary:- Nil 
    Treasurer:Bal  $3559.68 In $1152.40  Out $203.65, moved 141 sec 120  

……Rally Coordinator: -     Nil  
    Social Secretary:- Raffle tickets now available  

        Resources   Nil 
 

 
General Business  120 re Kapunda Festival 18-19 October, may need some 
assistance in security for 2 nights.. 
 
Next meeting #356  September 24th 
Meeting closed at 2044 
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Crossword Puzzle, Phil 48 . 
Answers next month. 

A word of thanks to our sponsors, some old, some new.   To an old stalwart, Foodland 
Gawler, thank you and we welcome a few more. 

 
 

 

 

 

  

  

Robern Menz, Office Works, 
Maccas & K Mart. 
Their assistance is greatly 
appreciated.   Please show your 
support by supporting them. 

               ACROSS  
  1.  Tyre inflator. 
  3.  Army Bases. 
  9.  Branch of Maths. 
.10. Fight on horseback. 
11.  Ornately. 
13.  First course. 
15.  Right now. 
17.  Not happy. 
20.  Mushroom. 
21.  Neglected. 
22.  Gave notice. 
23.  In this way. 
 
                DOWN 
  1.  Children’s get-together (2 Wds). 
  2.  Secret powers. 
  4.  Wait for. 
  5.  Making a person seem young again. 
  6.  Pairer. 
  7.  Satisfy. 
  8.  Shortening. 
12.  Win unexpectedly. 
14.  TV Show valuatings. 
16.  Light fire 
18.  Value. 
19.  In the distance. 
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GAWLER SECONDHAND TRADERS 
2-4 Fifteenth St, 

GAWLER SA 5118 
Phone 8523 3566 

 
If it’s Secondhand you’re seeking, give us a try first 

and even if it is not, come in anyway. 
 

Furniture, home wares, curios and knick-knacks. 
Something for everyone. 
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